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General Synopsis for Episode #1106
In this episode of Career Day, viewers meet creative and passionate professionals who
love what they do for a career. Hot Wheels Designer Kevin Cao uses his love of cars and
an industrial design degree as he works on 3-4 Hot Wheel products at a time. He shares
that it takes a couple of weeks to create original and replica cars. His advice to viewers is
to draw a lot, keep your artwork so you can review your progress to build your skills and
portfolio. NASA videographer Lori Losey’s job is physically demanding as she
videotapes aircraft activity and flight test programs while flying in the backseat of a jet.
She has a background of video production, photography and imaginary that assists her in
running the NASA TV station. Lori shares the best part of her job is working with
aviation icons and recording aviation milestones for NASA. Bob Berger voice actor has
played Porky Pig for over 20 years. He states that his job is to give a voice life from
script to screen. To break into this competitive profession, he spent many years training
as an actor and taking improvisation classes. He shares, “Entertaining people with
characters people remember, is a pretty cool thing”. Textile artist Leslie RinchenWongmo learned the art of thangka in India. Thangka is a Tibetan word for a 2dimensional piece of art that rolls up. It takes 5 months of drawing, designing and
stitching to make each piece of art. She was encouraged by the Dali Lama to use the
Tibetan technique to make images and forms to inspire others. Leslie tells the audience,
“Follow the things you love and work hard to do the best you can, everything is
possible”.
Observation and Conclusion
In episode #1106, young adults are introduced to talented experts in their unique field
who discuss their passion, work, education/training, and experiences that prepared them
for their career. Each segment of Career Day delivers an educational and informational
message that supports current social, intellectual and emotional aspects of children ages
13 and up. Attributes and advice emphasized by guests instill a grounded balance of
priorities, dedication, and perseverance children can apply to their lives.
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